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The Book of Natural Hair Questions and Answers from a Stylist's Perspective hits upon the key
questions many organic hair people have about their mane. The queries and answers range
from 100 percent natural, styling tools and aids, (dread)locks, general questions plus much
more. This book is not your average reference reserve. Irrespective of your hair consistency and
gender, this publication is for you personally. It is predicated on factual statements about hair,
and the experience of an authorized cosmetologist with over 15 years of natural hair-styling
expertise. You will find The Book of Natural Hair Questions and Answers from a Stylist's
Perspective easy to grasp, and an excellent addition in your reading reference collection.L. Will
doubling my locks be harmful? You will find The Book of Organic Hair Questions and Answers
from a Stylist Perspective reaches the idea in a question and answer format, does not promote
products that will sit in house, and will perhaps you have THINK and CONCLUDE the options
that are correct for your everyday living. Are two independent shampoos necessary when
shampooing transitioning locks? Are styling options limited when transitioning? What's hard
and soft water? Why are preservatives found in products? Are homemade hair items safe to
use? What's curl reforming? These questions were generated from years of consultations Y.
Example of questions: Can I make use of sunscreen in my organic tress? Hernandez
experienced with one fathers raising daughters, women who went natural more than once due
to misinformation about hair and your overall curious individuals. What's fools hair?
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Any Question You Have got About Natural Locks Is Answered in this BOOK! Answers if you ask
me is much greater than a book to increase my library. The Book of Normal Hair Queries &! If
anyone can identify with the debacle of transitioning from chemical hair to natural locks then, I
know you have already been very frustrated sometimes. Better yet, if you've had natural locks
for a while but have selected to use a hat in terms of covering your head with 'something' (i.e.
The buzz of her work provides been nothing brief of highly commendable. then it's time and
energy to consult with this publication. I confess -- I am that girl! This is a wonderfully
informative book! If you can relate to either of these scenarios mentioned after that, you must’ve
questioned the integrity behind how the videos were ready. It’s a no brainer for me to choose
between researched literature or, a painted picture that has potential gaps in the making.After
reading The Book of Natural Hair Questions & Answers from a Stylist's Perspective I sensed as
though the reserve was made simply for me. I liked it primarily since it was a quick and easy
browse which touched on more topics than I anticipated.!, a weave or wig) because you just
cannot or won't cope with it; Practical & Helpful What I really like the most concerning this book
is that the writer addresses with clearness and straightforward answers issues and occasionally
fears of these who choose to keep it normal and/or are currently transitioning to natural locks.
The bottom line is that it’s a practical book. It is the tone of the complete publication, and it’s
most apparent in Chapters 13 and 14, “The Natural Locks Bride,” and “Natural Locks in the
Workplace. VERY INFORMATIVE AND EASY TO READADVISE SEEMS HELPFUL AND IDEAS
FOR CONTINUED HEALTHY HAIR ARE USEFUL A Complete Information to Beautiful Natural
Hair This is a must read in an easy Q& The True Science of Natural Hair The Book of Natural
Hair Questions and Answers ought to be an integral part of every organic hair enthusiast's
collection. This will certainly be my reference publication as a fairly new natural person. The
reader is normally educated on what some of the natural locks jargon really means and also
how to care for their natural tresses from the within out.A format for anyone who embarks on
wearing a chemical substance free natural hair style. I transitioned for 15 months before finally
getting the tranquil ends chopped off.. VERY INFORMATIVE AND EASY TO READ ADVISE
SEEMS HELPFUL AND IDEAS FOR CONTINUED . For example, I feel so much better in my
decision to hair shampoo my hair regularly (especially since I workout) because based on info
you find on the internet I should not be doing so more than once a month. I would recommend
this publication to those who find themselves new to natural hair-styling and need to
understand how to maintain healthy hair. This reserve is incomparable to other natural locks
books because Yesenia explains the actual science of hair that makes it less complicated for
the reader to comprehend and connect with their locks on a deeper level beyond products and
styling. A MUST READ!Just how many moments have you gone to an online video to obtain
recommendations on what products to make use of and/or, have selected the most famous
video to mimic every part of hopes your locks will turn out the same as the model's locks the
very next day? A EXCELLENT TEACHING TOOL! There is so much confusing (questionable)
details out there especially from those people who are not experts.. I want I had this publication
when I first decided to go natural because I'd have saved so very much money on items that I
did not need.” So while she has an encyclopedic format that's helpful to cosmetologists, in
addition to clients, these last chapters indicate an important characteristic for each and every
hair stylist that may greatly benefit their clients—a genuine interest and concern for the every-day
situations their customers face and a gracious outlook and response to those that don’t quite
understand their choice to move natural. Wish I had this when I was transitioning. The writer
breaks down the requirements of natural locks along with stylish notes (little gems) such as



using a good sunscreen to safeguard the hair. It really is a comprehensive guide to keep healthy
and beautiful hair for all ages. Loved This Publication! I am anxiously anticipating part II, as new
products are being created and if only for recommendations based on the author's research.!!
That may function for some but definitely not for me personally. This book provides good
information regarding different hair styles, shampoos/conditioners, styling tools, wigs/weaves,
and so a lot more. So pleased I made this purchase. I have currently started applying many
suggestions from this publication to my natural hair and can see and feel an amazing
difference! This book is a resource that can be used as helpful information to answer any
questions you might have about the condition of your very own natural hair.
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